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FinTech Wealth Dynamix has grown apace in the past decade, 
propelled by its state-of-the-art Client Lifecycle Management 
(CLM) platform designed to harmonise all phases of the client 
lifecycle in wealth management. Darell Miller, Managing Director 
for APAC, offered delegates at the Hubbis Digital Wealth Forum 
on October 4 his views on how private banks and other wealth 
firms can drive towards scale without suffering the growth pains 
so often associated with the rapid expansion of coverage. He 
explained why breaking the chain between revenue and costs 
is crucial for any wealth industry competitor wanting to achieve 
both scale and profitability. He outlined how to break free of 
the chains that so often prevent RMs from serving their clients 
productively, with personalisation and profitably.
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After briefly introducing Wealth 
Dynamix – see box article below - 
Darell pointed to a slide that harks 
back to Jane Austen pronouncing: “It 
is a truth universally acknowledged 
that wealth managers, who want 
to be in possession of a great 
fortune, cannot grow their revenues 

View the photos from this event

and costs at the same time; the 
profitability ratio needs to scale and 
the link between growing revenue 
and costs has to be broken.”

He cited research from various 
leading sources such as EY, Deloitte 
and Capgemini that support 
Wealth Dynamix’s own findings 
that the main challenges clients 
and prospects talk about are 
threefold - profitability at scale, cost 
transformation, and client centricity. 

« “These younger generations are not necessarily only wanting digital, 
they also want the RM service, and that means they want both, in other 

words, a combination of technology-enhanced RM and an optimised 
digital experience.” »

The Wealth business 
model
Darell explained that in a 
manufacturing business model 
as manufacturing increases, costs 
tend to rise in ‘lock step’ with 
revenues. But he observed that 
the data business model (such as 
that championed by Bloomberg, 
Refinitiv and others) has high fixed 
costs to produce data and provide 
services to begin with, but once 
profitable usually become profit-
generating machines. “They can 
have dramatic profit increases 
because they can sell the same 
piece of data infinite times over 
with only a small increase in costs 
and commissions.”

However, he also reported that, 
unfortunately, most wealth firms 
have the worst of both worlds. 
They have high fixed costs in 
the form of RMs, compliance, IT 

management is the place to be in 
financial services in the coming 
days. “But the bad news is the 
global giants are gunning for 
you, wanting to dominate this 
business and investing massively in 
technology to do exactly that,” he 
said. “So, to fight back and win, you 
need to scale without pain.”

He said the growth potential 
is most certainly there in Asia, 
with a doubling of AUM levels 
targeted between 2012 and 2026. 
But he also noted that according 
to Accenture, 80% of RMs and 
advisors in Asia believe a one-stop 
solution platform would allow them 
to be more efficient and provide 
clients with a better service. 

Seeing the connections, 
building for the future
Additionally, he reported that a 
surprising large percentage of 
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and systems, advisors, and other 
expensive talent. The challenge for 
wealth managers and private banks 
is how to transform their business 
model into more of data business, 
to ‘break the chain’ between rising 
revenues and costs so that they can 
have their cake and eat it too.

The big brands are 
coming to eat your cake
He referred to a recent Economist 
article arguing that wealth 

affluent Asian clients are expected 
to switch RM, while according to 
Standard Chartered, more than 60% 
of investors in the 18- to 35-year-
old bracket are more likely to use a 
relationship manager compared to 
the previous generations. 

“These younger generations are 
not necessarily only wanting 
digital, they also want the RM 
service, and that means they 
want both, in other words, a 
combination of technology-
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enhanced RM and an optimised 
digital experience. And remember 
that these younger generations 
are set to inherit nearly USD2 
trillion in Asia by 2030 and are 
also making new private wealth 
themselves,” Darell said.

Breaking the negative 
linkages
For a wealth management firm, 
this is why the key issue is the link 
between a greater number of clients 
and a corresponding higher cost to 
serve, Darell reiterated. “Only when 
the link is broken can firms hope to 
scale profitably.” 

He then ran through some of those 
core costs to serve, including client 
acquisition and onboarding costs, 
sourcing prospects and screening 
them, nurturing and winning them, 
collecting data on them and then 
prioritising prospects intelligently. 
Then there are the Front Office 
staffing costs, centralised staffing 
costs, IT costs and all the other 
fixed costs. 

Building from the top 
down
Factoring in the concept that 
80% of revenues come from the 
top 20% of RMs and a relatively 
tight group of leading clients, 
Darell reported that to truly 
scale a wealth business requires 
an orchestration platform. “The 
orchestration platform we deliver 
allows for visibility of your top RMs 
and the results prove that Wealth 
Dynamix clients can end up 
serving clients at around a third of 
the cost of traditional processes, 
and in some cases as little as a 
sixth of the cost,” he stated. 

And the simultaneous mission, he 
added, is to see the best practices 
and results of those leading RMs 
mirrored across the other 80% 
of the RMs. “If you can do that, 
you end up scaling your AUM and 
you scale your service,” he said, 
“but without scaling up your costs 
anywhere near the same degree. 
That is having your cake and eating 
it in wealth management.”

Service counts big
He drew his talk towards a close 
noting that research shows 
that Asian clients want advisory 
services, and those that are content 
with the advisory services of their 
primary wealth management firm 
vest some 60% of their AUM with 
those primary providers, and 
only 29% with the secondary firm, 
and next to nothing with anyone 
else. “This means it is effectively 
a winner takes nearly all business 
today, so you need to give clients 
the best service,” he reported. 

Intimacy, relevance and 
perception 
He explained that this service 
comprises three core elements, 
according to research from Deloitte. 
Intimacy is built through long-term 
relationships as well as frequent 
and empathetic engagement. 
Relevance is solidified by solving 
their key needs in a timely and 
effective way, even when those 
needs stretch beyond traditional 
expectations and offerings. Thirdly, 
perceptiveness is demonstrated by 
the identification of clients’ evolving 
needs and solution options, both 
explicit and implicit. 

He closed by reminding the 
guests that the hybrid model of 
outstanding digital solutions and 
technology support aligned with 
technology-enhanced and process-
empowered RMs, and advisors was 
a very tasty recipe. “That is what 
I mean by having your cake and 
eating it – growing your business, 
winning the service battle but not 
significantly scaling up costs at the 
same time, all of which results in 
growth and surging profitability.” 
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WANT TO GET INVOLVED IN FUTURE EVENTS? 

Don’t Miss Out on our Hubbis Digital Wealth Forum - Singapore 2024, which will take place 
Wednesday 9th October.

Want to become a Significant Part of these events next year? Speak? Join as a Partner? 
Please send us an email at events@hubbis.com if you would like to get involved.

A short note on Darell Miller and Wealth Dynamix

Darell Miller has been Managing Director of Wealth Dynamix for APAC since October 2022, and is 
based in Singapore. With over 25 years in FinTech, his experience spans across a wide range of 
financial markets, including UBS and Refinitiv. During his last three roles, he focused on RegTech 
solutions in KYC, trade surveillance, benchmarks, and regulatory risk & reporting.

His father was in the British Navy, and he hails from the major naval port of Plymouth in Devon. He 
later attended the Royal Hospital School, a boarding school in Suffolk with a long naval heritage. 
He then studied law at the University of Sheffield and went on to serve in the Royal Regiment of 
Fusiliers as an infantry officer during the Gulf War, before joining the financial industry.

Darell arrived in Singapore with his wife in 2020 during the pandemic. “I later joined Wealth Dyna-
mix partly because of the incredible products, but also because of the remarkable talent the firm 
has managed to attract.”

Wealth Dynamix’s software is designed to help reduce costs, improve efficiencies, and most im-
portantly empower client-facing bankers and advisors with productivity-boosting tools that help 
enhance client personalisation, elevate the client experience, and thereby drive revenues. 

The solution aims to cover the three core stages of the client lifecycle – engaging with clients, 
onboarding, and then managing those clients by providing access to a consolidated view of all 
client data, activity, and actions. 

Asia’s dynamic wealth management market has, for some years already, been a key growth cata-
lyst for Wealth Dynamix’s CLM platforms, with the regional thrust now supported and fast-tracked 
by Indosuez across the APAC region. 

The marketing and branding missions are also now supported by Indosuez Wealth Management, 
not only the firm’s largest single client globally, but since earlier in 2023 the controlling 70% 
shareholder. Indosuez is not only a major international private bank, but its subsidiary Azqore, now 
a sister company to Wealth Dynamix, specialises in the outsourcing of Information Systems and 
the processing of banking operations for private banking and wealth management players.

In an interview with Darell earlier this year, he explained: “Wealth Dynamix’s forte is everything 
around the clients of private banks and wealth managers. Think of us as providing an orchestra-
tion layer, a place where you have all the data about the client, and everything around the client, 
and the banks can then integrate into that from their core banking systems, their portfolio man-
agement systems, perhaps the margin trading, for compliance, and then have the ability to create 
reports and produce data released to clients.”
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